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THE RIGHT REGULAR REPRESENTATION
OF A COMPACT RIGHT TOPOLOGICAL GROUP

ALAN MORAN

ABSTRACT. We show that for certain compact right topological groups, r(G), the
strong operator topology closure of the image of the right regular representation of G
in L(H ), where H = L2(G), is a compact topological group and introduce a class of
representations, R , which effectively transfers the representation theory of r(G) over
to G. Amongst the groups for which this holds is the class of equicontinuous groups
which have been studied by Ruppert in [10]. We use familiar examples to illustrate these
features of the theory and to provide a counter-example. Finally we remark that every
equicontinuous group which is at the same time a Borel group is in fact a topological
group.

1. Introduction. Let (GÒ ú) be a group with compact Hausdorff topology. We say
that (GÒ ú) is a right topological group if for every g 2 G the right translation map,

ög: G ! G: h 7! hgÒ

is continuous. If the topology, ú, is understood we shall simply write G instead of (GÒ ú).
The set of continuous left translation maps,

Λ(G) = fg 2 G j ïg: G ! G: h 7! gh is continuousgÒ

is called the topological centre of (GÒ ú). Compact right topological groups with dense
topological centres arise in the study of minimal distal flows (see, for example, [9]).

If G = Λ(G), i.e., if multiplication in G is separately continuous, then we say that G is
semitopological. A famous result tells us that if G is a (locally) compact semitopological
group then G is in fact a topological group (see [2]). The definition of a left topolog-
ical group and the corresponding definition for the topological centre is arrived at by
interchanging the roles of the maps ög and ïg above.

A compact right topological group, G, is said to be equicontinuous if the set of all right
translation maps is equicontinuous. These groups were studied in [10] where examples,
including a more general form of Example 4 in this paper, are discussed in detail. The
following result is taken from [10] and characterizes equicontinuous groups.

THEOREM 1. Let G be a compact right topological group. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:

(i) G is equicontinuous;
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(ii) The closure in GG of the set of all right translation maps, which we denote by öG,
is a compact topological group;

(iii) The map (gÒ h) 7! gh is jointly continuous at the identity;
Furthermore if any of these conditions is satisfied then the inversion map g 7! g�1 is

continuous at the identity.

Though it may appear curious at first glance that a compact right topological group
may have any points at all at which joint continuity can occur the reader may be
reassured, as we shall see later, that this is not entirely an uncommon phenomenon.
When G is equicontinuous the closure, öG, is sometimes referred to as the Ellis group
of G. However, it is a well-known fact that an equicontinuous group cannot have dense
topological centre unless it is topological (see [10]).

We say that a probability measure ñ on G is left invariant if it is invariant under all
continuous left translates, i.e., ñ(gB) = ñ(B) for every Borel set B in G and g 2 Λ(G).
Furthermore we say thatñ is a Haar measure on G ifñ is right invariant, i.e.,ñ(Bg) = ñ(B)
for every Borel set B in G and g 2 G. It is a well-known result that the existence and
uniqueness of Haar measure for G, which is also left invariant, follows from the existence
of a strong normal system for G, i.e., a family of subgroups, fLò : ò � ò0g, indexed by
the set of ordinals less than or equal to an ordinal ò0 such that,

(i) L0 = G, Lò0 = feg and for each ò Ú ò0, Lò+1 ²
6=

Lò, Lò is a normal subgroup of G
and the quotient group GÛLò is a Hausdorff space in the quotient topology;

(ii) for each ò Ú ò0, the function

GÛLò+1 ð LòÛLò+1 ! GÛLò+1: (sLò+1Ò tLò+1) 7! stLò+1

is continuous in the quotient topologies.
(iii) for each limit ordinal ò � ò0, Lò =

T
ëÚò Lë.

For details see [1] (Appendix C), [6], [7] or [9]. It follows from the conditions above
that LòÛLò+1 is a compact, Hausdorff topological group for each ò. We say that the length
of the strong normal system is the ordinal ò0. We mention in passing that for any ordinal,
ò, it is possible to construct a group, Gò, for which every strong normal system of Gò is
of length at least ò (see [8]).

For simplicity we shall only be interested, throughout this paper, in groups which
possess strong normal systems of finite length. There are, however, groups which do
not possess strong normal systems though nonetheless have Haar measure. An example
of such a group is given in Example 5. Of interest later is the existence of a normal
subgroup, N(G), of G with the property that for any closed normal subgroup, H, of G
such that GÛH is a compact Hausdorff topological group we have N(G) ² H (for details
see [9], Propositions 2.1 and 2.2). We warn the reader that N(G) need not be a topological
group. Indeed it is possible that G = N(G), however, this situation never arises if the
topological centre of G is dense.

Haar measure on G may be realized as a positive, invariant, linear functional of
norm 1 on C (G). For some ò, let ñLò denote Haar measure on the compact, Hausdorff
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topological group LòÛLò+1 and let CLò+1(G) denote the subspace of C (G) consisting of
functions constant on the cosets of Lò+1. Then any function f 2 CLò+1(G) gives rise to a
function f̄ 2 C (GÛLò+1), defined by f̄ (s̄) = f (s) where s̄ denotes the coset of s in GÛLò+1.
The continuity of the map,

GÛLò+1 ð LòÛLò+1 ! GÛLò+1Ò

ensures that for f 2 CLò+1(G), the function ûLò(f ) defined by,

ûLò(f )(s) =
Z

LòÛLò+1

f̄ (s̄t̄) dñLò (t̄)Ò

for s 2 G, is continuous. By the invariance of Haar measure the function ûLò(f ) can be
viewed as a function in C (GÛLò) and therefore ûLò maps CLò+1(G) onto CLò(G). We obtain
Haar measure on G by (transfinite) induction. We start with Haar measure on GÛL1 and
define †0 as the integral with respect to the Haar measure on GÛL1. Having determined
the map

†ò�1: CLò�1 (G) ! CL0 (G) = C

we define †ò = ûLò Ž †ò�1. It can be shown that †ò0 is Haar measure on G and for the
details the reader is referred to [6].

Many compact right topological groups, including those in this paper, are constructed
as extensions of compact topological groups. We shall therefore make use throughout of
Schreier’s (algebraic) analysis of group extensions and introduce appropriate notation
which is consistent with that used in [5]. Suppose that we have two groups G1 and G2, a
map

G2 ! Aut(G1): t 7!
�
s 7! t(s)

�
and a function,

G2 ð G2 ! G1: (t0Ò t) 7! [t0Ò t]Ò

satisfying the conditions

[tÒ e] = [eÒ t] = eÒ

[tÒ t0]tt0(s) = t
�
t0(s)

�
[tÒ t0]

and
[tÒ t0][tt0Ò t00] = t([t0Ò t00])[t0Ò t0t00]Ò

for all tÒ t0 Ò t00 2 G2 and s 2 G1. Then the set G = G1ðG2 endowed with the multiplication,

(s0Ò t0)(sÒ t) =
�
s0t0(s)[t0Ò t]Ò t0t

�
Ò(1)

is a group with normal subgroup G1 ðfeg ≤ G1 and GÛG1 ≤ G2. Notice that the action
defined by the map G2 ! Aut(G1) is on the left.

As we shall see later in the examples it is also necessary to introduce the dual notion
for G = G1 ð G2, where this time G is an extension of G2 by G1 and so feg ð G2 is a
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normal subgroup of G and GÛG2 ≤ G1. This time we are dealing with automorphisms
t 7! (t)s of G2 and the multiplication is given by

(s0Ò t0)(sÒ t) =
�
s0sÒ [s0Ò s](t0)st

�
(2)

The difference here is that this time the action defined by the map G1 ! Aut(G2) is on
the right. Finally if the groups G1 and G2 have topologies ú1 and ú2 respectively, then we
say that G is the Schreier product both algebraically and topologically of G1 and G2 if G
is the isomorphic to either one of the Schreier products described above endowed with
the product topology ú1 ð ú2.

It is worth pointing out at this stage that if G = G1 ð G2 is algebraically and topo-
logically the Schreier product of a topological group G1 and a finite group G2 then G is
equicontinuous. Indeed if U = U1 ð U2 is an open neighbourhood of the identity, then
U contains U1 ð f1g which is open in G because G2 is discrete. Since G1 is topological
we can find open neighbourhoods V ð f1g and V0 ð f1g such that

(V ð f1g)(V0 ð f1g) ² U1 ð f1g ² U

From this observation we deduce continuity of multiplication in G at the identity and
apply Theorem 1.

2. Representation theory of compact right topological groups. We turn our at-
tention now to studying representations, ô, of G by unitary operators on some Hilbert
space H . Let us assume that the group G has Haar measure, ñ. Typically we shall be
interested in the Hilbert space, L2(G), of square integrable functions with respect to Haar
measure, ñ, on G. The space L(H ) shall be endowed with the strong operator topology.
As has been pointed out already in [4], the continuity of ô implies, as in the topological
case, that ô is the direct sum of irreducible finite dimensional representations. Moreover
any continuous representation, ô, factors through GÛN(G), where N(G) is the normal
subgroup of G mentioned in the introduction, and hence faithful representations cannot
be continuous unless G is topological. Consequently there is an insufficient theory of
continuous representations for a compact right topological group, G, to reproduce the
sort of results we are accustomed to in the topological case. For example, unless G is
topological we are unable to separate the points in G using only continuous representa-
tions. The situation is particularly acute if G = N(G). In this case there are no non-trivial
continuous representations. This is the situation with the group in Example 5 below (see
also [6]).

It is therefore the aim of this section to introduce a class of representations, R , for
certain compact right topological groups which plays a role analogous to that played by
continuous representations for topological groups. In order to do this it is necessary to
study the right regular representation,

r: G ! U
�
L2(G)

�
: g 7! rgÒ
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where rgf (h) = f (hg) for f 2 L2(G). Since r is clearly faithful it is evident from the
remarks above that r is not continuous unless G is topological.

For some of what follows it is instructive to study the continuity properties of the
map,

G ! C: g 7! ñ(B4Bg�1)Ò

for all Borel sets, B ² G. If G is a locally compact topological group then this map
is continuous (see [3], Theorem 61.A). If, however, G is a compact right topological
group then the continuity of the above map implies that G is topological. Indeed from
the continuity of the map,

g 7! ñ(B4Bg�1) = küB � rgüBk
2
2

and by approximating any f 2 L2(G) by finite linear combinations of characteristic
functions we easily deduce the continuity of the map g 7! kf � rgfk2 and hence the
continuity (in the strong operator topology) of the right regular representation, r.

THEOREM 2. Let G be an equicontinuous compact right topological group. Then r(G)
is a compact topological group.

PROOF. First we prove that r(G) is compact. Since r(G) is got by taking the closure
of r(G) in

Q
frGf j f 2 L2(G)g, it suffices to show that for every f 2 L2(G), the set

rGf is compact. In fact we need only show that the set rGf is totally bounded in the
k Ð k2-norm. Let f 2 C (G). Since G is compact it follows that rGf is pointwise bounded.
Moreover since G is equicontinuous the family ff Ž ög j g 2 Gg is equicontinuous. We
can therefore apply Ascoli’s theorem to deduce that rGf is sup-norm totally bounded in
C (G) and hence k Ðk2-norm relatively compact. The result now follows from the fact that
the space of all f 2 L2(G) for which rGf is compact is a closed subspace of L2(G) (see
[1], Chapter 6) containing the dense subset, C (G), of L2(G). That r(G) is a topological
group is now a simple consequence of the compactness of r(G) (see, for example, [1]
Chapter 6).

THEOREM 3. Let G be a compact right topological group with Haar measureñ, and a
commutative subgroup, H, such that G = GÛHðH is algebraically the Schreier product
with multiplication given by (2). Suppose furthermore that,

(i) for every (relative topology) neighbourhood, U, of the identity of fegðH we can
find finitely many points, ftign

i=1 2 H, such that the sets, U(eÒ ti), cover feg ð H,
(ii) GÛH is finite and
(iii) On H the map g 7! ñ(B4Bg�1) is continuous for all Borel sets, B, of G.
Then r(G) is a compact topological group.

PROOF. As in the previous theorem it suffices to show that for every f in a dense set
of functions in L2(G) the set rGf is k Ð k2-norm totally bounded. This time to prove the
result we show that it holds for every characteristic function, f = üB, where B is a Borel
subset of G.
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Let è Ù 0. We need to find a finite set of points fgig
n
i=1 such that for any g 2 G,

krgiüB � rgüBk Ú è for some i. Now for any pair (sÒ t)Ò (s0Ò t0) 2 GÛH ð H = G we have

kr(sÒt)üB � r(s0Òt0)üBk = kr(sÒe)r(eÒt)üB � r(s0Òe)r(eÒt0)üBk

Letting s = s0 yields kr(eÒt)üB � r(eÒt0)üBk in the above expression. However, owing to
the continuity of g 7! ñ(B4Bg�1) on the subgroup feg ð H we can find an open
neighbourhood of the identity, U, in fegðH such that for (eÒ h) 2 H, ñ

�
B4B(eÒ h�1)

�
Ú

è. Therefore by condition (i) above we can find finitely many points f(eÒ ti)gn
i=1 in fegðH

such that for any t 2 H, (eÒ t) 2 U(eÒ ti) for some i. Hence by the commutativity of H,
(eÒ ti�1t) = (eÒ tti�1) 2 U and

kr(eÒt)üB � r(eÒti)üBk
2
2 =

Z
G
jr(eÒt)üB(x) � r(eÒti)üB(x)j2 dñ(x)Ò

=
Z

G
üB(eÒt�1)4B(eÒti�1)(x) dñ(x)Ò

= ñ
�
B4B(eÒ ti�1t)

�
Ú èÒ

for some i. Thus GÛH ð ftign
i=1 is the required finite set.

In the light of these results we define R , whenever r(G) is a compact topological
group, to be the class of representations of G of the form

ôjr(G) Ž r: G ! L(H )

where ô: r(G) ! L(H ) is a continuous representation. Thus in effect we are transferring
the representation theory of r(G) over to G. For compact right topological groups for
which r(G) is compact there are therefore enough representations in R to separate the
points of G by virtue of the fact that there are sufficiently many continuous representations
for r(G). Furthermore since we can always find an inner product on H with respect to
which any continuous representation, ô: r(G) ! U(H ), is unitary, it follows that we can
do the same for any representation of G in R . Finally H decomposes into an orthogonal
sum of finite dimensional subspaces which are invariant under the action of r(G) and
hence G.

It is worth asking to what extent the class, R , determines the structure of a compact
right topological group, G. For example is it possible to construct a strong normal system
using only the representations in R ? We have looked at this issue but have so far been
unable to prove any results in this direction.

3. Examples. We present here some examples to illustrate the features outlined in
the previous section. In the following example, where G is equicontinuous, we reproduce
some results from [4] to provide a concrete description of the compact group r(G).

EXAMPLE 4. Let û be a discontinuous automorphism of the circle group T satisfying
û2 = 1. For example if we regard T as the direct sum of the subgroup,

fz 2 T j zn = 1 for some n 2 ZgÒ
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and ∑ copies of Q then we may define û as interchanging the coordinates of two fixed
copies of Q. Let G = T ð f1Ò ûg be the semidirect product with multiplication,

(uÒ è)(vÒ é) =
�
uè(v)Ò èé

�
Ò

and the product topology. Then G is a compact right topological group with topological
centre Λ(G) = T ð f1g. Now let fç denote the function in L2(G) supported on T ð fçg

and determined by the function f 2 L2(T). Then by direct calculation it is easy to show
that the map g 7! rgfç is given by

(vÒ 1) 7! (rç(v)f )ç

and
(vÒ û) 7! (rç(û(v))f )çû

Consider now the flow
�
GÒ ö(G)

�
defined by the action of G on itself by right translation,

i.e., G ! GG: g 7! ög. The family of maps, fög j g 2 Gg, is equicontinuous which
implies that the Ellis group of the flow (GÒ öG) is a compact topological group.

The Ellis group, öG, is given by the set,

T ð T ð f1Ò ûgÒ

with multiplication defined by,

(u1Ò u2Ò 1)(v1Ò v2Ò é) = (u1v1Ò u2v2Ò é)

and
(u1Ò u2Ò û)(v1Ò v2Ò é) = (u1v2Ò u2v1Ò ûé)

The map í: G ! öG defined by,

(vÒ é) 7!
�
vÒ û(v)Ò é

�
Ò

is a discontinuous isomorphism of G onto a dense subset of öG. Moreover the map
ô: öG ! U

�
L2(G)

�
defined by

ô(v1Ò v2Ò é)fç =
(

(rv1 f )1 if ç = é
(rv2 f )û if ç 6= é

is a continuous representation of öG and r = ô Ž í: G ! U
�
L2(G)

�
. Consequently, since

í(G) is dense in öG, it follows from the continuity of ô that r(G) = ô Ž í(G) is dense
in the compact group ô(öG) and hence r(G) = ô(öG). The continuous representations of
ô(öG) therefore determine the representations of G which belong to the class R .

Next we turn to an example, G, which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3 and also
shows that equicontinuity is not a necessary condition for the compactness of r(G).
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EXAMPLE 5. Let G be the algebraic Schreier product of fš1g and T with multipli-
cation given by (2),

(èÒ u)(éÒ v) := (èéÒ uév)

Endow G with the topology, ú, for which a basic open and closed neighbourhood of the
points (1Ò eia) or (�1Ò eib), where a Ú b, is of the form

U := f(1Ò eia)Ò (�1Ò eib)g [ f(èÒ eií) j è = š1Ò a Ú í Ú bg

Then (GÒ ú) is a compact right topological group with trivial topological centre. However
it is well-known (see for example [5]) that G is not equicontinuous. Unlike the other
examples in this paper, G does not have a strong normal system (for details, see [6]).
The group G does, however, have Haar measure given by ñ(B) = ï

�
B \ (f1g ð T)

�
for

any Borel set B ² G where ï is the usual Lebesgue measure on T ≤ f1g ð T. The map,

G ! C: g 7! ñ(B4Bg�1)Ò

when restricted to f1gð T is continuous at the identity for all Borel sets, B ² G. Indeed
let (1Ò eiën) be a sequence in G then

U(1Ò e�iën ) = f(1Ò ei(a�ën))Ò (�1Ò ei(b�ën ))g [ f(èÒ ei(í�ën)) j è = š1Ò a Ú í Ú bg

and hence
ñ
�
U4U(1Ò e�iën )

�
= 2ñ

�
U n U(1Ò e�iën )

�
= 2jënj

Thus we deduce the continuity at the identity of the above (restricted) map for any open
or closed subset, U, of G and the result for all Borel subsets, B, of G follows from the
regularity of the measure, ñ.

We end this section with a counterexample, G, where r(G) fails to be compact. In this
example the topological centre is dense and thus G is not equicontinuous.

EXAMPLE 6. Let G = Tð TT have the product topology and multiplication given by,

(tÒ f )(sÒ g) := (tsÒ f Ž ösg)

Then G is a compact right topological group with dense topological centre Λ(G) =
T ð C (T). The family L0 = GÒ L1 = f1g ð TT and L2 = f(1Ò e)g is a strong normal
system for G and therefore Haar measure on G is given by the product of the measures
on each of the groups TT and T. Indeed G is the Schreier product of GÛL1 ≤ T and
L1 ≤ TT with multiplication given by (2). Now let (sÒ g) 2 G. We denote a subbasic open
neighbourhood of TT by

N(t; U) := ff 2 TT j f (t) 2 UgÒ

where U is open in T. Choose any open set of the form,

W = V ð N(t; U) ² Tð TTÒ
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where the sets U and V are both open in T. Then

W(sÒ g) = Vsð N
�
s�1t; g(t)U

�

and hence for s 6= e,

ñ
�
W4W(sÒ g)

�
= 2ñ

�
W n W(sÒ g)

�

= 2

8><
>:ñ

�
(V n Vs)ð N(t; U)

�
+ ñ

0
B@(V \ Vs)ð

 
N(t; U) \ N

�
s�1t;

�
g(t)U

�c
�!1CA

9>=
>;

= 2ï(U)
n
ï(V n Vs) +

�
1 � ï(U)

�
ï(V \ Vs)

o
Ò

where ï is the usual Lebesgue measure on T. In particular if we choose V = T then
ñ
�
W4W(sÒ g)

�
= 2ï(U)

�
1� ï(U)

�
. Thus by choosing è Ú 2ï(U)

�
1�ï(U)

�
it follows

from the above calculation and the identity,

kr(tÒf )üW � r(t0Òf 0)üWk = küW � r(tÒf )�1(t0 Òf 0)üWk2

= küW � r(t�1t0 Òf�1Žöt0 t�1 f 0)üWk2

that it is impossible to find finitely many elements in G to furnish an open cover of rGüU

by è-balls since any such choice of elements must include a set of the form f(tÒ ft) j t 2 Tg

which is infinite! The set r(G) is therefore not compact.

4. A remark on Borel groups. Let (GÒ ú) be a compact, right topological group and
suppose moreover that (GÒ ú) has Haar measure ñ. We say that G is a Borel group if the
map,

G ð G ! G: (gÒ h) 7! g�1hÒ

is Borel measurable. Note that if G is a Borel group then for f 2 L1(G) and g 2 L1(G)
then,

f Š g(s) :=
Z

G
f (st)g(t�1) dñ(t)Ò

is well-defined and is finite for almost all s 2 G.

THEOREM 7. Let G be an equicontinuous group which is also a Borel group. Then G
is a topological group.

PROOF. We begin by showing that for f 2 L1(G) and g 2 L1(G) the map,

s 7! f Š g(s) =
Z

G
f (st)g(t�1) dñ(t)Ò

is continuous. Let f 2 C (G). Then since G is equicontinuous, inversion is continuous at
the identity and therefore f is uniformly continuous with respect to the uniformity (see
[10]),

V := f(sÒ t) j ts�1 2 VÒV an open neighbourhood of e in Gg
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This implies that for è Ù 0, there exists an open neighbourhood, V, of the identity such
that for any sÒ s0 2 G such that s0s�1 2 V,

jf Š g(s)� f Š g(s0)j �
Z

G
jf (st) � f (s0t)jjg(t�1)j dñ(t)

Ú èkgk1

Hence s 7! f Š g(s) is continuous. Now let f be any element in L1(G). Then for any
è Ù 0 there exists a continuous function, û, such that kf � ûk1 Ú è. Since,

kf Š g � û Š gk1 = sup
s2G

j(f � û) Š g(s)j

� kf � ûk1kgk1

Ú èkgk1Ò

f Š g is the uniform limit of continuous functions and is therefore itself continuous.
Finally we apply this result to the characteristic functions üB1 and üB2, where B1 and

B2 are Borel sets in G, to get that the map,

s 7! üB1 Š üB2 (s) = ñ(s�1B1 \ B2
�1)Ò

is continuous. In particular, for any Borel set, B, if we let B1 = B and B2 = B�1 we
deduce the continuity of the map, s 7! ñ(s�1B4B) = klsüB�üBk2 where l is the faithful
antirepresentation lsf (t) := f (st). This implies that G is topological.
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